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Foreword 

The Subcommittee on Radiochemistry is one of a number of subcommittees working under 
the Committee on Nuclear Science within the National Academy of Sciences-National Re
search Council. Its members represent government, industrial, and university laboratories in the 
areas of nuclear chemistry and analytical chemistry. 

The Subcommittee has concerned itself with those areas of nuclear science which involve 
the chemist, such as the collection and distribution of radiochemical procedures, the radio
chemical purity of reagents, the place of radiochemistry in college and university programs, and 
radiochemistry in environmental science. 

This series of monographs has grown out of the need for compilations of radiochemical 
information, procedures, and techniques. The Subcommittee has endeavored to present a series 
that will be of maximum use to the working scientist. Each monograph presents pertinent in· 
formation required for radiochemical work with an individual element or with a specialized 
technique. 

Experts in the particular radiochemical technique have written the monographs. The 
Atomic Energy Commission has sponsored the printing of the series. 

The Subcommittee is confident these publications will be useful not only to radiochemists 
but also to research workers in other fields such as physics, biochemistry, or medicine who 
wish to use radiochemical techniques to solve specific problems. 

iii 

Gregory R. Choppin, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Radiochemistry 
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Absolute Measurement 

of Alpha Emission and Spontaneous Fission 

by Richard J. Brouns 

Ban.lle MtlfTiorllll IMtitute• 
Pacifk North'I'Mt Laboratory 

Richland, W_,ingron 

I. ABSOLUTE MEASURE~·!ENT OF ALPHA EMISSION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel in 1896 and the 

isolation of 226Ra and 2 10po from pitchblende by Marie Curie in 1898 

stimulated research by many investigators into the nature of the rays 

emitted by radioactive substances. By 1910 alpha rays had been shown 

to be helium atoms with a double positive charge, the mass to charge 

ratio bad been measured, and the velocities and ranges in air of the 

alpha rays from radium and most of its decay products bad been measured. 

In addition, many of the elements in the uranium decay chain had been 

identified and their half-lives measured. 

In 1908, Regener 11' devised a scintillation method of counting 

individual alpha particles and made the first measurements of the alpha 

emission rate of a source by alpha scintillation counting. He arranged 

a glass plate thinly coated with finely divided zinc sulfide particles 

so that the alpha particles impinged on the fluorescent surface of the 

plate. He then counted the individual scintillations visually using a 

microscope with a magnification of about 30. The scintillation of ZnS 

and some other substances by alpha ray bombardment had been observed 

and studied by other scientists several years earlier. In a subsequent 

paper (in 1909)'2', Regener described the use of his scintillation method 

to measure the alpha disintegration rate of a 210po preparation. 

•work performed under Contract No. AT(45-l)-1830 between the Atomic 
Energy Commission and Battelle Memorial Institute. 
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At about the so.:r.e time Rut:1erforc o.:1d :Jei0er' 3' ::~a~e tile first 

?roportional counter and ~easurea the alphP- e~ission rnte of a Rae 

(21 11Bi) !>ource by detecting th(' alpha particles indiviC.uall:t. In the 

experimental arrangement, a thin, s~all area source of 2111~i ~as 

olaced in an evacuated tube several meters from a s~all mica-covered 

aperture on the end of a cylindrical countine chamber. The countin~ 

~eoMetry was kno~ by calculation fro~ the a~erture area and distance 

from the radioactive source. It ~as n~de intenticnally lo~ (about 

10-8) to have the countin~ rate in the rnn~e of three to five per 

minute. The countin~ ch'IJI!bcr ~as about 1.8 c'!l in di amcter bv 25 em 

lone, with a central hir,h volta;~e vire. .3•r operatin~ the chamber at 

a pressure of about 40 11m of :n~rcurv and en e:o:>lied voltage of about 

1200 (just below the sparking volta~e), each alpha particle enterinv, 

the chacber caused on easily visible throv of a 1uaorant electrometer 

needle. Beta particle events .zave only a slir;ht pulse and ~ere easily 

rejected. With this countin~ nrran~ement, Rutherforc and Geicer 

determined the alpha disintegration rate of the sample of Rae which 

in turn vas calibrated in terms of curies by comparing its r,~ 

activity ~ith that of a standard 22 6Ra source. 

Rutherford and Geiger also counted their sources by the 

scintillation method of Re~ener and obtained good acreement betveen 

the two methods. They used the sa'!le lov 6eometry arraneement as in the 

electrical method but vith a ZnS screen replacing the countins chamber. 

Their apparatus v~s the forerunner of the low ~eometry alpha 

scintillation counters now used for calibrating alnha sources. The 

only basic difference in the modern apparatus is the substitution or 

a multiplier phototube and electronic counting circuits for the human 

eye and microscope, 

During the decade following the development of the electrical 

and scintillation aethods for counting alpha particles, various 

investi~ators made re~eated measurements of the alpha emission rates 

of nany of the alpha active radionuclides found in nature, In 1924, 

Geiger and Wernerflf) devised a coincidence method for determining the 

absolute number of alpha particles impinging per unit or time on the 

scintillation screen of their counter, They focused two microscopes 

on the screen so that tvo observers could simultaneously count the 

scintillations. The observers independently recorded the counts 

seen, as they occurred, making marks on a moving tape so that coincident 

counts as vell as the total counts of each observer could be later 

read. The mathematical analysis by Geiger and Werner of the coincidence 

counting data is identical to that nov widely used for determining 

2 
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absolute disintegration rates by coincidence counting. If N is the 

true number of scintillations that occurred on the screen, and A1 and 

A2 are the counting efficiencies of observer 1 and observer 2, 

respectively, then 

N = Al 
] 

l 

N2 = A2N 

and c = A1A2N 

Where N1 and N2 are the observed counts oy observer 1 and observer 2, 

res~ectively, and C is the number of coincident counts. Therefore, one 

can calculate N from the recorded data, N1, N2, and C, using 

N • 

The assumptions made are that each observer's counting efficiency is 

constant, that the number of chance coincidences are negligible, and 

that there are no scintillations which cannot be seen by at least one 

of the observers. 

The emission of penetrating r~s by uranium vas first detected 

by the darkening of photographic plates and many of the subsequent 

studies of radioactive materials were made by using photographic plates 

to detect the alpha, beta and gamma r~s. In 1910, Kinoshita'5' 

published the results of his studies of the effect of alpha r~s on 

photographic emulsions of tvo types, an ordinary photographic emulsion 

and a hi~h density emulsion. The latter vas shown to be best suited 

for radiography. He attempted to relate the optical density of the 

developed film to the amount of alpha exposure but found the reproduc

ibility to be rather poor. However, he found that the individual 

grains of silver developed along an alpha path through the emulsion 

could be counted under a microscope. 

Since he had arranged the sources so the alpha r~s impinged 

normal to the emulsion and since the emulsions were thin, only one or 

two grains were developed per alpha. Therefore, the grain count gave 

only an approximate count of the number of alpha events. The 

limitation in using the photographic method for quantitative alpha 

counting at that time was in the lack of thick, high-density emulsions, 

since only alphas entering at an oblique angle would leave an 

unambiguous track. The first thick emulsions (about 50 microns) were 

not prepared until about 1927. 
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B. CHARACTERISTICS OF ALPHA RADIATION 

Hyde, Perlman, and Seaborg'6' list the alpha spectra of over 

200 knovn alpha emitting isotopes, including those that decay by other 

modes besides alpha emission. Their half-lives range from a fraction 

of a second to 1.4 x 101° years. A recent and convenient summary of 

radioisotope data is available in the book, "Table of Isotopes" (1). 

Alpha particle energies range from 2.5 to nearly 12 MeV, including the 

long-range alphas that originate from excited nuclear states. Most 

of the alpha emitting isotopes in common use have alpha particle 

energies ranging from 4 to 6 MeV. 

The range in air of the 232Th alphas (3.95 MeV) is 2,4 em, and 

that of the alphas from 239Pu, 240Pu, 232u, 210po, and others having 

an energy of about 5.2 MeV is 3. 7 em. A 6 MeV alpha has a range of about 

4,6 em. A useful empirical formula' 8' for estimating the range of 4 to 

6 MeV alpha particles in air at standard conditions is: 

R = 0. 309 E 3/ 2, 

in vhich R is in centimeters and E is in MeV, Ranges of particles in 

other substances are generally expressed in units of milligrams per 

square centimeter, One of several empirical formulasf8) for estimating 

the range of alphas in materials other than air is: 

in which A is the atomic weight of the material and R is the range in 

air in centimeters. To calculate the range in centimeters, divide R A 

by 103 p, where p is the density of the material in g/cm3, Many sets 

ot experimental range-energy curves have been published, the most 

complete being those for alpha particles and protons in At, Cu, Ag, 

Pb, photographic emulsions, and several organic materials, A good 

theoretical treatment of the range-energy relation has been given by 

Bethe and Ashkinf9l, 

Moving charged particles with energies large compared to those 

of the bound electrons of an absorber lose energy to the absorber 

mainly by excitation and ionization of the absorber atoms, Livingston 

and BetheflO) give a theoretical quantum mechanical relationship that 

predicts the ener~loss of charged particles due to collision processes 

in an absorber: 

dE 
Where - dx is the energy loss per centimeter, ze and v are the charge 

4 
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and velocity of the moving particle, N is the number of absorber atoms 

per cm3, and Z is the atomic nWIIber of the absorber. 'l'he equation 

predicts correctly that the nWIIber.of ions formed per centimeter by the 

particle increases almost exponentially as the particle slows down. 

'l'be equation breaks down at the tail of the alpha track, vhen the alpha 

has &lowed dovn to much less than 1 MeV. 

'l'be initial velocity of a 5.3 MeV alpha particle is about 

1.5 x lOg em/sec. For such a particle, the average energy loss per ion 

pair formed in air is 35.6 eV, and the number of ions formed along the 

total alpha track in air is about 1.5 x lOs. 'l'be size of this number 

influences the size of the voltage pulse from an ionization chamber. 

'l'be range of the particle and the density of ions along the traJectory 

of the particle can influence the design of an ionization chamber. 

For example, fission product ions have very short ranges in an absorber 

and have very large initial charges. However, the charge decreases 

along the ion path by capture of electrons. As a consequence, the 

specific ionization of a fission particle is highest near the beginning 

ot its traJectory and a proportional counting chamber can be made 

efficient tor fission particles while discriminating against alpha 

particles by keeping the chamber dimensions small enough so that the 

alpha particles do not expend all of their energy in the sensitive 

volume. 

C. METHOOO OF ABSOLUTE ALPHA COUNTING 

1. Introduction 

In most analyses for alpha emitting isotopes in chemical and 

biological work, relative methods for measuring alpha activity are 

sufficient. By this we mean that the amounts of alpha activity 

collected or recovered in the process are compared vith the amounts 

taken initially. 'l'he counting efficiency is simply kept constant by 

reproducing the sample mounting and counting techniques to a degree 

controlled by the degree of accuracy desired. However, on some 

occasions an absolute measurement of alpha activity is needed. In 

such a case, either an absolute or a calibrated counting method is 

required, and in the latter case, an absolute method of counting may be 

needed to standardize the method and the alpha counter. Typical 

applications in which absolute or calibrated alpha counting methods may 

be required are measuring the amount of an alpha active radionuclide in 

ores, minerals, soils, water, etc.; determining the amount of an 

alpha emitter in biological specimens; measuring the inputs and outputs 

ot a process; and measuring yields from a fission or activation process. 

' 
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Earlier general reviews of absolute alpha countin~ are found in books 

by Seabor~ and Katzfll), Johnson and Co-Authorsfl2), and in a monograph 

by 0 1Kelleyfll). 

Table I lists three methods by which alpha sources may be 

accurately standardized. Each of these will be described in detail 

in the follow in~~; sections. Chemical analysis and calorimetry can, in 

principle, also be used to determine the amount of an alpha emitting 

isotope in a source when the isotopic composition and decay constants 

are accurately known. These methods are limited to sources containing 

rather large amounts of material, altnou~h calorimetry, particularly, 

is a very accurate and precise method for direct measurement or the 

alpha emission rate of a source. A calorimeter measures the total 

disintegration energy of the sample if all of the radiation is absorbed 

in the calorimeter. Alpha rays and the nuclear recoil energy are 

always completely absorbed and beta rays are also completely absorbed 

in most calorimeters used for alpha and beta sources. A correction 

is easily made for energy lost by ~amma emission. Good reviews or 

the calorimetry of radioactive sources have been published by Eichelberger(l~) 

and Gunnfl5). 

TABJ:!:_I_ 

METHODS USED FOR ABSO~E ALPHA COUNTING 

Method 

Low geometry, defined 

solid angle counters. 

Alpha-~ coincidence 

counting. 

Liquid scintillation. 

~I!!Jc~iol!_ 

Analysis of mounted solid samples 

and standardization of sources of 

any alpha emitter having a sufficiently 

high specific activity. 
2~1 

Standardization of Am alpha 

sources. 

Analysis of liquid samples for any 

alpha emitter. 

Neither of the above methods can be used to directly calibrate 

sources of the size used for counting, but rather, are used to prepare 

a standard solution from which measured aliquots are taken to prepare 

sources. That procedure is not reco~~~~~~ended for preparatiQl of calibration 

sources because the source mounting step introduces more error than 

desired. The most sensitive microcalorimeters described in the literature 

can measure the disintegration rates of sources as smll as about 

0.1 milliwatt with a precision in the tenths of a percent. AssUIIIing 

that a 0.1 milliwatt source is needed, the required amount of a typical 

6 
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21tl 
alpha emitter such as Am would be 3 millicuries or 6.66 x 109 d/m. 

This is at least a factor of 10 ~reater than the source size desired 

even for lov ~~;eometry counting, 

2. Lov Geomet.!l.., Defined Solid Angle Counters 

a, Lov Geometry Attachments to Proportional 
and Scintillation Counters :..::;_ _____ _ 

The traditional absolute alpha counter is a defined solid angle 

counter of low geometry, a device in which the source is positioned a 

fixed distance from a collimating aperture through which the alpha 

particles must pass to be counted, There are several variations in 

physical details and in the type of alpha detector used but the basic 

counter is a two-chambered device with the collimatin~ aperture 

separating the chambers. The alpha countin~ efficiency of such a 

counter is determined by the solid angle subtended by the collimator 

and the source with corrections for the area of the source. The 

accuracy of the calculated geometry factor depends on the accuracy of 

the measured values, namely, the diameter of the collimating aperture, 

the source to aperture distance, and the area of the source, Care is 

taken to avoid errors due to non-uniformity of the deposit on the source, 

scattering of alpha particles from the sides of the source chamber, 

and self-absorption of alpha particles in the source. 

The use of a low-geometry counter greatly reduces the effect of 

two sources of uncertainty in the efficiency of counting by 2w and 

other high geometry counters. These are self-absorption and 

backscattering. Self-absorption losses are minimized by using 

sufficiently thin sources and by the geometrical arrangement by which 

only particles emitted at nearly right angles to the source plane 

are counted. Backscattered alpha particles are not counted because 

alpha particle scattering is angle dependent, with virtually no 

scattering at angles above about 30 degrees to the source plane. 

The earlier lov geometry alpha counters were made by attaching 

a vacuum source chamber to a standard J)ro~rtional counter, such as 

the Simpson methane proportional counter. Jaffeyfll) reviewed this 

subject in about 1953 and mentioned several kinds of lov geometry 

attachments. He emphasized the importance of an accurately machined 

metal chamber with a very reproducible source-aperture spacing. Early 

chambers of this kind are described by Fleming and co-workersflG) and 

by Curtis and co-workersfl7,18), Fleming, Ghiorso, and Cunninghamfl6) 

used their low geometry counter to measure the specific activities of 
231tu and 236u, Their counter consisted of an evacuated metal samPle 

7 
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chamber attached to a conventional ar~on-filled alph~ counter, with an 

aluminized mica window covering the collimator at the top of the vacuum 

chamber. The geometry, calculated to an accuracy of about 0.1 ~ercent 

from the physical measurements, was about 1/800. 

The review on absolute alpha counting by Curtis and co-workersfl8) 

contains good discussions of the limitations of 2w countin~, estimates 

of the backscatter and self-absorption effects, and a description of ~ 

low geometry attachment for a oroportional alpha counter. In many 

respects, the counter vas similar to that described by Fleming and 

co-workersfl6), as well as those used routinely at Berkeley (Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory, University of California), Hanford (AEC olutonium 

plant at Richland, Washington), and Savannah River (AEC plutonium plant 

at Aiken, S.C.). It had a parallel plane source-aperture configur

ation in a cylindrical chamber. The chamber described by Curtis and 

co-workers differed, however, in havine a multiple orifice plate 

and both a high and a low pedestal source holder to give geometry 

flexibility. The orifice plate contained four accurately machined 

holes in a Y pattern with provision for covering the outer three holes 

when desired. Thus, four geometries were possible with the combination 
• 

of orifice plate and two source pedestals. For the particular chamber 

described, the geometry factors (1/G) were: 4.1376 x 102 ~ O.OB%, 
4,0258 X 10 3 ~ 0.10%, 1.5836 X 10 3 ~ 0.06%, and 1,6022 X 10~ ~ 0,10%. 

The geometry values were calculated for each orifice by using formulas 

~imilar to those described by Jatteyfl9). 

The source chamber for a typical low geometry alpha counter is 

shown in Figure 1. A co\Dlter of this desi!';n was used by Overman at 

the Savannah River Laboratory for a recent evaluation of low geometry 

alpha countingf20) and similar ocunters have been used at Berkeley 

and Hanford. The chamber had a geometry of about 1/700 and was attached 

to a methane-flow alpha proportional co\Dlter. 

H. P. Robinson of the University of California at Berkeley 

described ' 2 n the precision low geometry counter shown in Figure 2. The 

source chamber of this counter was 39-1/2 inches long, the collimator had a 

3-incb diameter and the geometry was about 1/2600. The chamber had 

eight concentric baffles to stop alpha particles sca~tered from the 

valls. Without battles, the error introduced by wall scattering would 

be nearly one percent. The error would probably be much smaller in 

the counter shown in Figure 1 because of the aborter tube (larger 

scattering angle) and the small (1/2-inch) collimator used. 

Robinson also discussed a medium geometry co\Dlter with a geometry 

ot l/29 having a 4-inch collimator and a 5.1-inch spacing. The use of 

8 
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Figure 1 
Vacuum Chamber Attachment 

(Courtesy of R. F. Overman, Savannah River Laboratory) 

such a large collimator area for a given geometry permits a relatively 

large source-collimator spacing, minimizing the source area correction, 

since, as the spacing increases, a spread source more closely approximates 

a point source. 

Robinson recommended use of gauge blocks and a microscope tor 

accurate measurement of the chamber dimensions. A circular gauge a 

tew thousandths ot an inch smaller than the collimator is made and 

accurately calibrated using gauge blocks. It is placed in the collimator 

and the gap measured with a microscope. 

Most of the lov geometry standard alpha counters described in 

the literature have bad proportional counters attached to the low 

geometry source chambers. High quality alpha scintillation counters 

9 
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Collimator 

r 
T 

39-11£'' 

Figure 2. 
Low Geometry Scintillation Counter 

(Ret'. 21) 

Phototube and 
Preamplifier 

Painted White 

Glass Plate 
with Phosphor 

8 Baffles 
1116" X 3-1116" 

(especially silver activated ZnS screens) and the necessary high 

quality multiplier phototubes and electronic accessories are nov 

commercially available and o1'1'er some advantages over proportional 

counters. Therefore, some recently constructed lov geometry counters 

use alpha scintillation counting instead ot' proportional counting, 

The counters described by Robinsonf21) had ZnS scintillation 

screens that vere made in his ovn laboratory (see Fig, 2) • The ZnS 

screen, formed on a glass plate and covered vith a reflective film, vas 

placed just above the collimator. The scintillation screen and 

10 
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reflector film formed the air-ti~t top of the low geometry, evacuated 

chamber. 

One of the compelling reasons for usin~ a scintillation counter 

on Robinson's low geometry chamber was that the collimators were 

large (3 or 4 inches) so that forming a thin vacuum-ti~ht window (e.g., 

using one or two mg/cm2 mica) over such a large aperture was probably 

i~~~possible. 

A plastic scintillation screen may be used as an alpha detector 

instead of zinc sulfide. Thin plastic scintillation screens with 

uniform response are simple to prepare, whereas good zinc sulfide 

3creens that are uniform and certain of a 100 percent counting yield 

are difficult to prepare. Plastic scintillators, on the other hand, 

do not permit good discrimination between a and S particles. Spernol 

and Lerchf22) described a low geometry absolute alpha counter using 

a N E 102A plastic scintillator cemented to a glass plate and 

li~ht-coupled to a multiplier phototube. They tested thicknesses of 

plastic from 0.01 to 2 mm and carried out experiments with several 

low geometry vacuum chamber attachments with geometries ranging 

from 1/50 to 1/30,000. Using a counter with a geometry of about 1/2000 

( 64 em source to aperture distance and 6 em aperture diftmeter), they 

showed that alpha sources could be counted with an accuracy of better 

than 0,2 percent. Average results for four 24 1Am sources counted by 

low ~ometry, 4w alpha, 4w a-y coincidence, and liquid scintillation 

methods were shown to agree within the 0.2 percent figure. 

b. The Ward Counter 

In the Ward counter, the window between the source region and 

the counting region is omitted and the entire counter is filled with 

the counting gas (methane) at a low pressure. The pressure of the 

filling gas is adJusted so the alpha particles come to rest in the 

counting region. A counter of this kind described in a report by 

Cruikshank and co-workers (23) had a defining aperture diameter of 

0.75 in. and a source distance of 4.877 in. and vas operated with 

methane at a pressure of about 3 em. The calculated geometry was 

1/693. 

A structurally improved version of the Ward counter is described 

by Hurst and Hall'24'. The counter had a geometry of 1/(717.3 * 0.8) 

for a uniformly spread source of 0.4-inch diameter and was operated 

with methane at 6 em. The simplicity of the Ward counter is 

attractive. The operation of a proportional counter in this manner 

ll 
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.. 

is also favorable, requiring low voltage and being capable of adjustment 

(by pressure setting) to a relatively high pulse hei~ht for alphas 

from the source relative to background alpha and beta activities 

arising from impurities in the valls of the source chamber. 

Cruikshank and co-vorkers'23' indicated that their Ward counter 

vas calibrated to an accuracy of about * 0.35 percent. Hurst and Hall'24' 

discussed using a Ward counter that vas accurate to about * 0.5 percent. 

They considered the Harvell model of the Ward counter to be accurate 

to * 0.1 percent. The high voltage plateaus were very flat and 

standard sources recounted over a period of more than a year gave 

identical results. 

3. Medhun Geometry, Defined 
Solid Angle Alpha Counters 

H. P. Robinson'25' desi~ed a relatively high geometry alnha 

chamber capable of precise absolute counting. The solid angle is 

2c 

\. \ I / 
__ /" \ 2b I /k""---\. \A 11 / Collimator 

\. ~ / 
h \. \ I //T 

1 ~/ 1 
Source 

Figure 3. 
Plan ot High Geometry 

Defined Solid Angle Counter by Robinson 
(Ret. 25) 

defined by the combination of a collimator and a central axial stop 

ot such a size and shape and at such a position that the effect ot 

12 
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Fi~re 4. 
Solid Stop Design 

(Ref. 25) 

+ 2 u 
a 

h 

1 

+ 1 

the position of the source on the solid angle geometry is minimized. 

The principle of the design is illustrated schematically in Figure 3. 

The compensating stop minimizes variations in counting geometry due 

to vertical displacement of the source and counting of backscattered 

alphas is negligible because the smallest angle subtended by the 

aperture is above 30°. The design illustrated in Figure 4 shows a 

solid stop designed to minimize errors due to both horizontal and 

vertical displacements of the source. The stop has an elliptical 
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... 

shapewith v being the radius at a distance u t'roll1 the bottom; k, 

a2 and m2 in the equations are arbitrary constants. Robinson 

constructed a counter with an elliptical stop having a 21.77 mm 

diameter at the bottom end, a collimator diameter, 2c, of 152.405 ma, 

a source to stop distance, a, of 21.37 mm and a collimator to bottom 

of stop distance of 22.17 mm. The counter had a geometry of 0.19748. 

When in use the source chamber was attached to a ZnS scintillation 

counter and evacuated. A comparison with a low geometry standard 

counter gave excellent agreement with the calculated geometry. 

4, Calibration of Low Geometry Counters 

A simplified formula that m~ be used to calculate the counter 

geometry factor for a uniform circular source with radius, s, at a 

distance, h, from a circular aperture having a radius, r, is: 

Geometry 

An exact formula for calculating the geometry for a spread source 

in such a counter is very complex and many simplified formulas have 

been derived, The derivation of several of these formulas has been 

described by Jaffeyf19'. 

Required dimensional accuracies for a geometry accuracy of 

0,1 percent are given in Table II. To obtain an accuracy of 

TABLE II 

DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY REQUIRED FOR A PHYSICAL GEOMETRY 

ACCURACY OF * 0.1%, lOW GEOMETRY ATTACHMENT 

Maximum Allowable Error 

Relative Absol~;~te For Nominal 
Crit~c~ Dimension Percent Inches Dimensions (inches) 

Aperture ( r, radius) t 0.05% * 0.0001 0,2000 

Height (h) * 0.05% * 0.002 4,000 

Sample radius (s) t 8 * 0.03 0.375 

* 0.1 percent in the geometry of a counter having a geometry of about 

1/700, the aperture radius and hei~ht of the chamber must each be 

measured with an accuracy of about * 0.05 percent. That is difficult 

to achieve, In addition, some uncertainty in the effective aperture 

diameter may occur because alpha particles will penetrate up to about 

14 
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10 microns ot steel and be counted. The knife edge of the aperture 

should therefore have as high an angle as possible. An additional 

source ot error stems from uncertainty about the amount of low angle 

alpha particle scatter from the walls of the chamber. A series of 

circular battles should be used to reduce the error. 

The reproducibility of dimensional measurements or low 

geometry chambers at Hanford has indicated that their calibrations 

are accurate to within about* 0.3 percentf26). 

5. Alpha-Gamma Coincidence Counting 

a. Principle 

Coincidence counting has been used to determine the absolute 

disintegration rates ot beta radioactive sources tor several decades. 

Electronic coincidence methods date from about 1930. Geiger and Werner 

used a visual coincidence counting method for alpha scintillations as 

early as 1924, as mentioned previously in the Introduction. Descriptions 

ot the theory and practice of coincidence counting are found in numerous 

books and review papers. The principle of the coincidence method or 

calibration can be illustrated most easily with the simple use of a 

beta emission followed by a single ~ ray. In the case or absolute 

beta counting, a beta detector, a gamma detector, and the source are 

arranged in such a way that both the beta and gamma counting rates are 

high enough tor good counting statistics and low background corrections. 

The observed net beta count rate, R8 , is: 

where A0 is the absolute disintegration rate and £8 is the efficiency 

ot the beta counter. Similar~v. the net gamma count rate, Ry• is: 

Ry • A £ 
0 y 

and the coincidence counting rate is: 

R • A £S£ c 0 y 

Solving these three equations in terms ot the measured beta, gamma, 

and coincidence counting rates, the disintegration rate ot the sample 

is given by: 

The observed beta, gUIIIIA, and coincidence counting rates IIIWit be 

corrected tor background, chance-coincidence count rates, beta counts, 

15 
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if any, detected by the ~amma counter, and gamma counts detected by 

the beta counter. These corrections can be minimized by ,,udicious 

choice of source intensity and counter characteristics. The chance 

coincidence count rate is given by: 

Where T is the coincidence resolving time of the counter, 

When the coincidence count method is applied to absolute alpha 

countin~. or actually, aloha source standardization, 2 ~ 1 Am is used as 

the alpha source. The decay scheme of 2 ~ 1 Am is shown in Figure 5'27'. 

The alpha particle spectrum of 2 ~1Am has several alpha ener~ levels 

correspondin~ to excited states of 237N~. The most abundant gamma ray 

of 2~1Am is at 60 keV, with less abundant rays at 27, 33, 76, 103, and 

others. The alpha-gamma coincidence counting method is usually 

applied to the 60 keV ~amma, only, the other ~amma rays being excluded 

by energy selection. The abundance of the 60 keV gamma is 0.36'27'. 

b. Application 

The first reported application of a-y coincidence countin~ to 

calibrate 2 ~1Am alpha sources was by ~on and Reynolds'28'. They 

used a 4w alpha proportional counter mounted above a sodium iodide 

gamma detector to count 2 ~1Am sources mounted on thin plastic films, 

The 4wa counter was also used in a 2wa counter mode and identical 

results were obtained in standardizations made using 4wa-y 

coincidence and 2wa-y coincidence counting. Corrections vere 

necessary for source mount interferences in the 4wa counter. 

Calibrations by 2wa-y coincidence of sources mounted on platinum and 

stainless steel disks were also made. 

Use of the a-y coincidence method vas reported by Overmanf20), 

by Sakai and co-vorkers'29'. and by several laboratories that partici

pated in an international exchange of standard alpha sources of 2~1Am, 

as reported by Rytzf30), Overman used both a 211 windowless methane 

flow alpha counter and a ZnS alpha scintillation counter in combination 

with a Nai gamma scintillation counter for his source calibrations. 

The results agreed within about 0,5 percent with calibrations made by 

low ~eometry alpha counting of the same sources. His data are shown 

in Table III. 

Sakai and co-workersf29) used silicon p-n junction-type detectors 

for the alpha countinp; and llai scintillation counters for the gamma 

counting, The purpose of their work was to measure the half-life of 

16 
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0.159 

0.103 

0.033 
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Np237 

Figure 5 
Simplified Dec~ Scheme of 21tla 

the 60 keV level of 237Jp and to measure the effect of the coincidence 

resolving time on the absolute measurement of 21t1Aa source activities, 

No exact comparisons vith other methods of source calibration vere 

made although aoae coaparative measurements vere made vith a lov 

~ometry counter arrangement of limited accuracy. 

17 
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TA..%E 111 ------
COMPARISON OF COtmTF.RS 

·..11TH 2"1Am SOURCl-~S* ---------·--
(Reference: DP-780, R. F. Overman)f20) 

Coincidence Counting 
d/m Lov Geometry 

-Counter it 
Count in~ 

....:<;ou~ --~o?Dt~_r_!_ d/f'J 

1. 1.106a( lOS) 1.1053( lOS) 1.1033( lOS) 

t 0.36% t 0.07~ t 0.05% 

2. 1.1895( lOS) 1.1894 (lOS) 1.1809(105) 

t 0.49% t 0.36% * o.o4~ 

3. 1.1514( lOS) 1.1566(105) 1.1489(105) 

t 0.66% t 0.37% t 0.15% 

Differences•• + 0.46~ + 0.62% 

*The nrecision values are based on the standard error of the mean count 
rates. 

**Weighted avera~e of coincidence countin~ results minus vei~hted 
average of lov ~eometry counter results. 

Calculation of the absolute alpha disintegration rates of 

21t1Am sources is made by the usual formula: 

which is derived as follows: 

Let D1, D2 , D3, • be the disintegration rates 

of the a particle groups ~oing to thP. 60, 103, 159, • 
keV levels. Therefore the observed alpha counting 

rate: 

Ra • Dlel + D2e2 + D3e3 + • 

where e 1, e2 , e 3 , are the alpha detection 

efficiencies. Since the alpha energies are very close to 

each other, e 1, e2 , e 3 • 

and 

l8 

have the same values, ... 
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Let E1, E2 , E3 , • be the emission rates of the 

gamma rays 3t 60, 103, 159 • 

rate is: 

Ry • E1f 1 + E2f 2 + E3f 3 + 

keV~ then the gamma counting 

where f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , • are the gamma r~ detection 

efficiencies. If the efficiencies f 2 , f 3 , are made equal 

to zero by energy discrimination: 

~e coincidence counting rate is expressed by: 

Ray • E1e 1f 1 

This equation contains E1 rather than D1 because the former rate 

is the smaller of the two (E 1 is 0.36 while D1 is 0.86). Since 

E2 , E3 , • are rejected by energy discrimination, 

these terms drop out of the coincidence count expression, 

Consequently, the three measured values, Ra• RY, and Ray 

can be used to solve the eQuation. 

= 
el(Dl + D2 + D3 + • • • • .)(Elfl) 

Elelfl 

= Dl + D2 + D3 • • 

and this sum of all alpha disintegration rates is equal to 

the total alpha disintegration rate. 

Each measured alpha and gamma count rate (R and R ) must be 
a Y 

corrected for background counts in the usual manner, In addition, a 

correction must be applied to R for chance coincidences. This is ay 
calculated from the a andy count rates and the resolving time, T, of 

the coincidence counting system 

Cch • 2T RaRy 

where Ra and RY are uncorrected count rates. 

6. Liquid Scintillation Counting 

Several organic liquid scintillators as solutes in 1iquia 

organic solvents are used for 4w scintillation counting. Typical 

liquid scintillators are p-terphenvl. 2,3-dipheny1oxazole (DPO or 

PPO) and 2-phenyl-5-bipheny1oxazole at concentrations of 4 to 8 g/t 
in toluene, xylene, dioxane, or other solvents. A small amount of an 
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organic compound that serves as a vavelenll;th shifter, such as 

diphenylhexatrene or 1,4-di-[2-(5-phenyloxazolyl))-benzene (POPOP) is 

often added to the scintillator. The excitation produced in the solvent 

by the nuclear radiation is transferred to the solute before quenching 

can occur. The solute then loses the excitation energy by producing 

photons at a wavelength characteristic of the solute. The shifter 

increases the wavelength to a region nearer the peak of the sensitivity 

curve of the multiplier phototube. Much more complete treatments of 

liquid scintillation counting are available in several books and 
reviews f3l, 32) • 

Liquid organic scintillator& are valuable for counting weak 

beta and alpha particles because the problems of self-absorption in 

sample mounts and absorption in counting tube vindovs is eliminated. 

The liquid scintillation counter has considerable versatility although 

it produces smaller pulse heights than most crystals and solid organic 

scintillator&. Many organic and aqueous solutions can be dissolved 

directly in the scintillator without serious quenching. 

Basson and Steyn proposed in 1954(33) that a liquid scintillation 

counter be used for absolute alpha counting of solutions. They 

measured the pulse height distribution for 5.3 MeV ( 21 0Po) alpha 

particles in a scintillator of 2,5-diphenyloxazole in p-dioxane (3 g/1) 

at room temperature and shoved that the absolute alpha count rate 

could be obtained by extrapolating the integral count rate to zero bias. 

The alpha plateau vas not flat enough for direct absolute counting. In 

1956, Basson published data on the absolute 4w alpha scintillation 

counting of astatine-211 solutionsf3~). In that work, he obtained very 

flat plateaus and a complete separation of the tvo principal alpha peaks 

of 211At from background. Both terphenyl in toluene and 2,5-diphenyloxazole 

in p-dioxane were used. 

Horrocks and Studierf35) applied the liquid scintillation 

counting method to the determination of 2 ~1Pu in plutonium samples by 

means or the alpha count-beta count ratio. They used 4 g/1 or 

p-terphenyl in xylene with 0.1 g/1 of POPOP as the scintillator and 

operated at -9°C to reduce the background count rate. In addition, 

they used a coincidence arrangement to improve the counting efficiency 

for the weak beta particles of 2~1Pu and fUrther reduce background. 

These refinements would not normally be required for alpha counting 

alone. The alpha peak of the plutonium isotopes ( 239pu, 2~0Pu, and 2~2Pu) 
vas completely separated from the beta spectrum and the authors 

estimated that only about 0.1 percent of the a-particles counted in 

the 2 ~1Pu beta energy region. 

20 
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Seligerf36) measured the energy resolution for alpha and beta 

particles and demonstrated 100 percent alpha counting in the liquid 

scintillator consisting of phenyl-biphenyloxadiazole-1:3:4 and POPOP 

in toluene (8 g/1 and 0.1 g/1, respectively). He obtained a 

conversion efficiency of one photon per 125 eV of beta and one photon 

per 1400 eV of alpha energy. Arter selection of conditions that gave 

a flat al~hB plateau, agreement between liquid scintillation counting 

and 4w proportional counting of 210?o solutions vas within 0.3 percent. 

Ihle and co-vorkersf3?) also compared the results of absolute 

alpha counting by 4w liquid scintillation counting and 4w proportional 

counting, obtaining agreement within a rev tenths percent or better in 

all cases. 

Brauer, Stromatt, Ludwick, et alf38,39) used the liquid scin

tillation method to measure the specific alpha activity of 2 37Np. An 

apparatus similar to that of Horrocksf3S) vas used and the scintillator 

solution vas 75% dioxane, 12.5% anisole, 12.5% 1,2-dimethoxyethane, 

7 g/1 PPO and 50 mg/1 POPOP. The specific alpha activity obtained 

agreed with that obtained by standard lov geometry alpha counting 

within the counting precision at the 95 percent confidence level. 

An important limitation of liquid scintillation counting is that 

an alpha particle produces a pulse size about 1/llth of that produced 

by a beta particle of the same energy. That, coupled with the rather 

poor energy resolution of liquid scintillators, results in the possibility 

of serious beta interference when mixed alpha-beta emitters are to be 

counted. In all applications, a careful check of the alpha plateau 

must be made with all impurities to be added with the sample present 

in the scintillator. 

7. Intercomparison of Alpha Standardizations 

The following tables of data illustrate typical agreement 

between different methods of alpha standardization by various 

laboratories. 

Table IV 

Intercomparison of Four Low Geometry Ward Chambers 
at Chalk River fltO) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

21 

5.068 x 106 d/m 

5.063 x 106 d/m 

5.059 x 106 d/m 

5.075 x 106 d/m 
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3 

4 

10 

12 

_Ta~ 

Intercomnarison of Three Alpha Sources 
Between Two Laboratories~---

(from Glover and Hall) (41) 

Harwell Values* ~erke~~ Values** 

Source d/m d/m 

S-36 1.956 X 106 1.956 X 106 

S-37 (1) 1.169 X 106 1.164 X 106 

(2) 1.169 X 106 

S-49 (1) 8,109 X 106 8.113 X 106 

(2) 8.110 X 106 

*Ward ty-pe counters. Two counters used for S-37 and s-49. 

**Lawrence Radiation Lab.; low geometry scintillation counters 

used, 

TABLE VI 

Intercomparison of Results by Several 
Laboratories Using Three Plutonium 

Sources Prepared at A1dermaston 
(Low Geom~ Chambers Used) 

(Reference: AWRJo:-0-59/63) ' 42' 

Laboratory 
Average Count Rate, 

Relative to AWRE Value 

AWRE 
AECL (Chalk River) 
AERE (Harwell) 
DERE ( Dounrey ) 

TABLE VII 

1.000 
1.014 
0.999 
1,001 

Comparison of Alpha Sources 
(Reference: HW-59642) f38l 

Source Hanford Berkel~* 

(239pu) 4,107 X lOS 

(239pu) 4.216 X 104 

(241Am) 4.705 X 106 4,713 X 106 

(241Am) 3.731 X 107 3. 728 X 107 

Argonne National 
Laborato!:;l** 

4,128 x lOS 

4,238 X 104 

*H. P. Robinson, private communication. 
"R. F. Buchanan, private communi cation. 
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TABU: VIII 

INTERCOMP ARISON OF METHODS ON 2 3 7Nn SOURCES 

(Reference 39) 

Measured Specific Activity of 2 37Np Source 
(d/mh.ud 

Lov Geometry Proportional 
Counting 

1591 

1586 

1574 

1587 

Mean 1584 

TABU: IX 

Liquid 
Scintillation Coun~~ 

1583 

1575 

Intercomparison of Standardizations of 
a 2~1Am Solution (Note 1) 

(Rererence: riP-14o72) rm---

A. Values obtained by defined 
solid angle al~ha counting. 

B. Values obtained by liquid 
scintillation countin~ 

C, Values obtained by 4wB-y 
coincidence count!~. 

d/s/mg 

11.3'2 ' 
11,21 

11.3 
11.57 
11.29 
11.28 
11.12 (2) 

11.27 
11.22 ' 2 ' 

11.31 
11.28 
11.28 
11.3o'2' 
11.22 ' 2 ' 
11.32 
11.36 
11.30 
11.45 
11.23 
11.32 
11,27 
11.31 
11.26 
11.26 
11.27 
11.27 

Note 1: 21 laboratories throughout the world 
partici~ated in this exchange sponsored by 
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the International Bureau of Wei~hts and 
Measures. For fUrther details and identi fi
cation of the laboratory that submitted each 
result, see the ori~inal pa~er. Each value 
is the result reported by one laboratory. 

Note 2: Estimated relative error ~eater than 
0,5 percent. 

D. !'RF.PARATION OF ALPHA CALIBRATIO_N SOURCES 

Calibrated sources of alpha active material are needed to 

standardize the alpha counters used in routine work. The absolute 

al~ha disintegration rates of the sources are measured by one of 

the absolute counting methods described in the foregoing sections. 

Because alpha particles have a short range in matter, the source 

must be very thin and uniformly deposited. In addition, the al~ha 

mount backing must be flat and smooth to avoid absorption losses when 

used on hi~h ~eometry counters since scratches, indentations, and 

ridges block alpha particles emitted at low angles. 

Calibration sources are most commonly ~repared on metal foils 

althouv,h glass and nlastic foils may be used, To minimize corrections 

for alpha backscatter differences, the calibration foils should be of 

the same material as used for routine source mounting. The calibration 

foil should be thick enough to be rigid and not susceptible to bending 

or dimnling. Ten-mil thicknesses are generally adequate. If the 

same foil thickness is not used for sample mountings, a calculated 

correction may be needed to correct for the differences in source to 

counter window distance. The difference is negligible in the case 

of 2w windowless counters, such as proportional counters, but with a 

scintillation counter operating in the 30-40 percent geometry range, 

a difference of 5 mils disk thickness will cause a geometry error of 

several tenths percent, 

A mirror-bright finish on metal foils is necessary and the foil 

preparation process must not cause visible etching. A disk commonly 

used at Hanford for routine alpha mounts is a 22 mm diameter stainless 

steel disk punched from 10 to 12-mil-thick polished sheet with a high 

mirror surface finish (a No, 4 microinch finish is satisfactory). 

Platinum is also a favorite foil material since most aqueous and 

organic solutions can be evaporated on it without causing corrosion, 

and it can be ignited to red heat in air to remove organic deposits. 

Platinum sheet is often not smooth enough as purchased for high 

quality alpha counting foils. The disks may be polished by hand with 
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fine abrasives. A vibratory metallographic poljsher is convenient 

and a good series of abrasives is No. 600 emery, No. 000 emery, 

6 micron diamond (AB Metadi), and MgO povder, used in that sequence. 

The deposit of alpha-active material on a source must be uniform 

and thin to avoid serious loss of alpha particle energy in the deposit. 

In 2w counting, the tolerable amount of solids on the source is limited 

to about 30 ~~/cm2 • With a lov geometry counter, considerably greater 

thickness can be accepted because the lov angle alpha particles that 

vould be most affected by the source thickness are not counted. A 

source thickness of up to a rev mg/cm2 can be tolerated in that case 

(typical ranges of alpha particles of 5 MeV energy are about 8 m~/cm2 

for Al and about 18 mg/cm2 for Pb) but such a source is not suitable 

for standardizing 211 counters. Long-lived alpha emitters like 238u, 

23Su, and 232Th do not make suitable alpha sources for calibration by 

lov geometry counting because even the maximum allovable amount of 

material per source vo~ld yield a rather lov counting rate in low 

geometry counting. 

Considerable effort has gone into development of techniques of 

preparing thin, uniform films of material, es~ecially by scientists 

making targets and foils for measurement vith particle accelerators 

and reactors. 

A good series of summary papers on the methods in common use is 

available in the proceedings of a siminar held at Harvell in 

October, 1965'~ 3'. Vacuum evaporation and electrodeuosition are 

videly preferred methods. The former gives the most uniform deposits 

vhile the latter gives higher yields, conserving scarce isotopes, 

and requiring si~le apparatus that is readily available in all 

laboratories. Descriptions of these and a rev other good methods for 

alpha and fission counting source ~reparation follow. 

1. So_}lrce Mounting by Evapol"ation 

The most straightforward approach to preparation of alpha 

sources is evaporation of an aliquot of solution on a suitable 

backing. However, producing a thin source by that technique is very 

difficult. First, the solution must be essentially free of salts 

that vould contribute appreciable mass to the final deposit, and second, 

any solids present, including the active material itself, do not 

deposit uniformly but tend to deposit as crystals and aggregates that 

cause self absorption of alpha activity. Spreading agents can be 

added to the solution during evaporative deposition to reduce the 
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crystallization problem'44 •4s'. Tetraethylene ~lycol or a solution 

of Zapon* lacquer added to the foil with the active solution inhibits 

crystal growth and causes thickening to a viscous polymer before the 

evaporation is complete. The technique results in a deposit containing 

much organic material which must be burned off. As a result, the 

deposits tend to be poorly adherent to the backing and require a thin 

coating of collodion to prevent loss of activity during use. 

Glover and Borrellf46) obtained quite adherent coatings of uraniua 

and plutonium by applying many thin layers using cellulose nitrate as 

a spreading agent. They painted on l~ers of the active mixture, ignited 

them, and rubbed the surface with a tissue between successive l~ers. 

The deposits had very good uniformity by an autoradiography test. 

Direct evaporation of organic solutions can give nearly solid 

free deposits of some alpha emitters. Examples are ether solutions of 

uranium and benzene or toluene solutions of plutonium-TTA chelate. 

Such solutions have a tendency to spread and go over the edges of the 

toil when heated, rather than remain in drops like aqueous solutions, 

Placing a common iron washer under the disk on a hot plate so the 

heat is conducted mainly to the outer rim of the disk helps reduce 
spreading. A special electrical heating device that heats only the 

outer rim while a cold spot or heat sink is in contact with the 

center of the disk is much more etfectivef47'. In any case, the 

or~anic liquid must be added to the disk in small increments during 

evaporation. Alpha foils prepared by evaporation of organic 

solutions usually have very good alpha energy resolution and therefore 

would probably be ~uite satisfactory as calibration disks. 

2. Electrod~itio~ 

The method most widely used by radiochemists tor the preparation 

of standard alpha sources is electrodeposition. The method is 

applicable to many elements and electrodeposits can be made on foils 

of noble metals, copper, lead, steel, aluminum, ·and probably several 

other metals. Procedures for a few elements were reported in the 

published records ot the Manhattan Projectf44 •4S'. Uranium is 

electrolytically reduced from the hexavalent uranyl ion to the 

tetrapositive state at the surface ot the mounting toil, which is the 

cathode. The uranium is deposited as a hydrous oxide or as UF4, 

depending on the electrolyte used. The foil is finally heated to 

convert the deposited uranium compound to the anyhydrous state or to 

*Nitrocellulose in acetone. 
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an oxide, The electrode~osition can be carried out from a 0,06 ~ 

ammonium oxalate solution at 8o°C and a current density of 120-150 

mA/cm2, a 0.1! KOH-0.~ K2co3 solution at 5 mA/cm2, a 0.02 ~ NaF 

solution at 5 mA/cm2, or a saturated LiF solution at 1 mA/cm2• The 

procedures that use hi~h current densities are much more rapid than 

the others. All are reported to give firm, uniform deposits with 

essentially 100 percent yields. 

The early electrode~osition methods ror plutonium were based on 

the same reaction mechanisl!lS as the uranium method, The plutonium was 

oxidized chemically to Pu(VI) and then electrolytically reduced in a 

0.12 ~ KOH or a 0. 2M NH4 OH-NH 4 Cl solution at about 5 mA/ cm2• The 

recovery of plutonium was not complete in these procedures, Miller 

and Brounsf1t8) modified the above plutonium electrodeposition 

procedure and obtained quantitative deposition of the plutonium, 

using ozone tor the oxidation and carrying out the electrolysis in 

a KOH solution of l to 2 !· 
Ko'49' developed a general electrodeposition method for actinide 

elements and applied it to the elements thorium through curium. They 

are plated as hydrous oxides trom a buffered, slightly acid solution 

without preoxidation. The method relies on a pH change near the 

cathode due to hydrogen discharge. causing formation of a hydrous oxide 

of the element on the cathode surface. Many variations of that 

method have been published f50-57). The yields are generally less than 

100 percent, although Donnan and Dukes f56) developed a carrier procedure 

that increased the yield to an average of about 99.8 percent. The 

30 }lg of uranium carrier used in the Donnan-Dukes procedure deposits 

along with the active material so this method is not recommended for 

standard sources, although usefUl in other applications. 

Solutions or ammonium formate containing a small amount of free 

acid were used as electrolytes by Kof1t9), the choice of acid, 

electrolyte acidity, and current density varied from element to 

element.• A 0.4 ~ammonium acetate electrolyte (a pH of about 7) vas 

used for uranium deposition by Brodsky, Fagg and Hanscomef50). They 

reported that good deposits were made on aluminum, first coated with 

zincate solution. as well as on platinum foils. 

Most of the other electrodeposition methods for actinide elements 

also use weakly acidic electrolytes, but Mitchellf52) used a pH of 

about one and used a very high current density, thereby completing 

the electrodeposition in 10 to 15 minutes, Khlebnikov and Dergunovf55) 

*See Appendix A. 
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used an oxalate solution at a pH ot 6 to 9 tor U, Np, Pu, and Am 

depositions, and Getott and Bildsteinf57' used isopropyl alcohol 

solutions tor plutonium depositions. Any ot these methods will 

apparently satisfY the primary need ot a thin and uniformly deposited 

source that adheres well to the toil. 

The apparatus used tor electrodeposition is quite simple. A 

cell is used in which the metal foil is the cathode with only one side 

exposed to the electrolyte. The anode is always platinum and it 

Pt Anode - Stirrer 

/ 
Glass or Polyethylene 

/ Cell 

~~zz~zz~~ .... Neoprene Gasket 

Cu Disc Cathode 
Wire 

Pt or SS Disc 
(Approx. 22 mm Diam.) 

Figure 6 
Electrodeposition Cell 

generally also serves as the stirrer in the form of a rotating coil 

or disk, A simple and convenient cell, illustrated in Figure 6, is 

made by cutting the bottom off a screw-capped glass vial. A plastic 

vial can be used in the S!Uie way. A similar cell, shown in Figure 7, 

can be made from a Teflon or lucite rod and a screw cap of brass or 

copper, as illustrated, The latter cell is designed to provide an 

electrodenosit area that is smaller than the internal cross section area 

of the bulk of the cell by tapering the interior walls near the bottom. 

A vertical glass chimney held by 3 or 4 springs or rubber bands 

against the disk on a flat metal plate is also commonly used, The 
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r-7/!1'1 

Fh;ure 7 
Plastic Electrodeposition Cell 

bottom rim of the chimney is first coated with rubber cement to form 

a gasket. The electrolyzin~ current may be supplied by a simple de 

power source with a rheostat, a milliameter (about 0-200 mA ran~e) and 

a voltmeter in the circuit. A 12-volt battery is sufficient for most 

aQUeous electrolyte procedures, although high current density procedures 

like that used by Mitchell'52 ' require more voltage. Commercial 

electroanalyzer systems are also convenient sources of power. 

3. Sublimation 

Very uniform sources of most materials can be prepared by 

subliming them in a vacuum in an arrangement that allows the vapori&ed 

material to condense on the desired foil. Any foil material, including 

plastic film,can be used and the size and shape of the deposit can be 

easily varied by using suitable masks. The yields are generally quite 

low, although Pate and Yaffe(S8) and Parkerf591 designed crucibles 

that collimate the molecular beam and give nearly 100 percent yields. 

The use of the high temperature sublimation technique was 

mentioned by Asaro and co-workers in 1952(G01in connection with 

preparation of very thin foils or americium and curium chlorides for 
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alpha spectrometry. Milstedf61) described apparatus and evaluated 

the results of source preparations for elements from thorium to curium. 

Jackaonf62' carried out similar evaluations and also described an 

improved version of Milated's subli!llation apparatus. Other descriptions 

of the technique have been published by Salo and Gardenf63), ParkerfS9), 

and others fltl). 

The commonly used sublimation method is a high temperature 

flashing of an inorganic compound of the element desired from a 

resistance heated filament in a vacu~. Apparatus and techniques vary 

considerably but the following is a typical procedure. A thin tungsten 

or tantalum filament shaped to a V-trough is clamped between water 

cooled electrodes in a vacuum chamber such as a commercial vacuum 

evaporator. The desired isotope is placed in the filament trough by 

pipetting a solution or a slurry of en oxide or other compound. The 

filament is then heated in the vacuum by passing current through it, 

first to a low red heat to remove organic matter and other volatile 

impurities, and finally to a high temperature to vaporize the desired 

isotope. The target foil is either not present or is masked during 

the first step. The foil is located above the filament in contact 

with a cooled plate or heat sink. 

The foil is generally masked by en aperture plate that deteminea 

the area of the deposit. Filament temperatures between 2000 and 3000°C 

are used and even the actinide oxides vaporize under vacuum in this 

temperature range. Arter use, a couple ten-second heating periods at 

the maximum temperature of the filament thoroughly clean it for reuse. 

Crucibles of graphite, ceramics, or metals can be used instead 

of filaments, with the advantage in some cases of better control of 

yields. Parker (59) described a crucible designed to collimate the 

molecular beam and give essentially 100 percent yield. The crucible 

can be heated to about 1000°C with a resistance winding and then 

electron bombarded to raise the temperature farther. A similar 

apparatus is described by Kobiakflt3). 

The chlorides and oxychlorides of the actinide elements are 

more volatile then the oxides so dried deposits from chloride solution 

on the fil8111ent are generally preferred. However Milsted f61' mounted 

nitrates and pre-flashed the filaments at temperatures high enough to 

remoTe organic impurities end alkali salta but below the point at 

which the oxides sublimed. 

The ieotope to be mounted must be free frc:a appreciable Ulounts 

of impurities because all salts mounted on the filament will be 

deposited on the foil and will increase the source thickness. Final 
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purification of the isotope is usually carried out by an extraction or 

ion exchan~e step. For example, uranium, nlutonium, or neptunium can 

be absorbed on an anion exchange resin, washed with an 8 to 12 ~ HCl 

solution and then eluted with 1 to 2M HClf6~,65). The transcurium 

actinides can be absorbed on a cation exchange resin, washed free of 

extraneous ions with dilute HCl, and desorbed sequentially first with 

2 ~ HCl and finally with 6 ~ HClf66). 

Certain organic compounds such as the acetylacetonates of uranium 

and plutonium, and chelates of several elements, can be sublimed at 

low temperatures in a vacuumf~~.SB) to form thin deposits on metal or 

plastic foils. To eliminate the organic material in the deposit and 

more permanently fix the radioactive material, a chemical treatment such 

as vapor brominat ion followed by ignition is necessary. 

4. Other Techniques 

A unique method called electrospr~ving can be used to deposit 

small amounts of an isotot>e onto a metallic foil or disk. The method 

is described by Carswell and Milstedf67', Blumber~, Stein and Gurakyf68), 

and other scientistsf~3'. An or~anic solution of the isotope is drawn 

into a very fine capillary and e,1 ected as a fine spra_y by applying a 

potential of several thousand volts between the solution and a foil 

placed a few centimeters below the tin or the capillary. The organic 

liquid apparently evaporates before the fine droplets strike the roil. 

The correct choices of voltage and capillary size are made by trial 

and error. A one mm ID capillary with a 0.2 mm tip is typical. 

Adsorption of a nuclide from a dilute solution onto a foil can 

be used to produce infinitely thin deposits (a few tenths of a mono

molecular layer in average thickness). El Guebely and Sikkeland f69) 

demonstrated the method with 139Pu and 233u in dilute HCl solutions. 

Glass, aluminum and platinum surfaces were used. The maximum amount 

of material that could be deposited was of the order of one ng/cm2. 

II. ABSOLUTE MF~UREMENT OF SPONTANEOUS FISSION EVENTS 

A. Characteristics of the Spontaneous Fission Process 

The possibility of spontaneous fission of heaT,y elements was 

forecast by Bohr and Wheeler in 1939f?O) and was later observed by 

Flerov and Petrzhak'71'. The systematics of nuclear decay by fission 

has been the subject of many papersf72-7~'. The stability of nuclides 
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Isoto2e 
232u 

23&tu 

23su 

236u 

23eu 

236Pu 

238pu 

239pu 

21t0pu 

21t2pu 

21tltpu 

21toem 

21t2cm 

21tltcm 

21t6cm 

21t8cm 

21t9Bk 

21t6ct 

21t&ct 

250cf 

252cf 

2s1tcf 

• Ref, 75. 

•• Data selected 

TABLE X 

TYpical Spontaneous Fission Halt-Lives 
(values in years unless otherwise noted) 

Spontaneous Fission 
A12ha Halt-Lite• Halt-Lite•• 

71.7 8 X 1013 

2,48 X 105 1.6 X 1Ql6 

7.13xl08 1.8 X 101 7 

2.39 X 107 2 X 1Ql6 

4, 51 X 109 5,9 X tol5 

2.85 3.5 X 109 

86.4 4,9 X 1010 

2.44 X lQit 5,5 X lQlS 

6240 1.34 X 1011 

3.79 X 105 7.06 X 1010 

7.6 X 107 2.5 X lQlO 

26.8 d~~¥S 1,9 X 106 

163 ~6 7.2 X 106 

18.1 1.4 X 107 

5480 2 X 107 

4.7 X 105 4,6 X 106 

314 days 6 X 108 

35.7 hr 2 X 103 

350 ~s 7 X 103 

13.2 1.5 X 101t 

2.65 82 

60.5 ~s 

from Ret. 76 • 

with regard to snontaneous fission decreases with increasing atomic 

number; thus, most nuclides that have been observed to fission spontan

eously are transuranium elements. In general, the lo~arithm of the 

spontaneous fission half-life decreases linearly with increasing 

z2/A for even-even nuclidesf72'. Decay of odd Z- or A-number nuclides 

by spontaneous fission is much less common and those that have been 

measured have much lon~er half-lives than their neighbors. 

Table X lists the spontaneous fission and alpha half-lives of 

the elements through californium that have measured spontaneous fission 
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rates. Note that the alpha dec~ rates are several orders or magnitude 

greater than the spontaneous fission rates. 

The kinetic energies of fission fragments range from about 50 to 

100 MeV, in contrast with alpha particles which have energies ranging 

up to about 10 MeV. The mean kinetic energies or the low and high 

mass groups of fission fragments are approximately 61 and 93 MeV, 

respectively, A fission fragment has an initial net charge or about 

+ 20e, but the charge decreases continually during the slaving down 

process in an absorber. In that respect, the ionizing characteristics 

ot fission particles differ from those of alpha particles, As a 

consequence, a fission fragment produces a rather uniformly high ion 

density along its entire path in a gas while an alpha particle 

produces a lover ion density along most of its path but the density 

increases sharply to a maximum near the end of the path. The ion 

density in the first part or the fission particle path is high because 

of the high charge, as predicted by the Bethe-Livingston equationflOl: 

-dE 
dx • 

-dE Where --di is the ener~ loss per unit path in a gas, z is the number 

of units of chargee, N the density of the absorber in atoms/cm3, and B 

is a "stopping power" term. Fission particles also lose ener~ by 

nuclear collisions. Ionization due to collisions continues along the 

path, unaffected by ch~rge, but increasing with decreasing velocity, 

Just as the electronic ionization process increases with decreasing 

velocity, as indicated by the equation above. A good discussion of 

fission particle ranges and the theory of the energy loss mechanism is 

given in a paper by Bethe and Ashkinf9l, Since the fission particles 

have a range in air (at STP) of from 2 to 3 em and alpha particles 

have ranges from 4 to 5 em, ionization chamber dimensions may be 

selected so that the last half or an alpha particle path, and more than 

half or its ionization, are cut off without interfering with the 

fission particle path. That enhances the fission fragment to alpha 

particle pulse height ratio. 

The energy distribution of the fission fragments in spontaneous 

fission does not differ measurably from that of induced thermal neutron 

fission of the same nuclide nor apparently from that of induced fission 

of neighboring nuclides of the same element. That was verified tor 

the case or 2 ~0Pu vs 239pu and 2~2Pu vs 2 ~1Pu (same nuclide is 

fissioned in these cases)f73,77l, and tor 238u vs 235u f7~l 
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B. Applications of Spontaneous Fission Measurements 

Most measurements of spontaneous fission rates are made for 

uniquely characterizing new isotopes and studying the mechanisms and 

systematics of the decay processes of unstable nuclides. The californium 

isotopes, for example, were originally detected and characterized by 

spontaneous fission as well as by alpha decay measurements f78). The 

nuclear physics literature abounds in reports of measurements and 

evaluations of the spontaneous fission phenomenon. The papers by 

Huizengaf72', and by Segre and co-workersf73,79,80) are typical. 

Spontaneous fission measurement has also been used as an 

analytical method for determining the 2 ~0pu content of reactor produced 

plutonium. The application is possible because the specific spontaneous 

fission rate of 2~0Pu is about 4 x 10~ times greater than that of 239pu 

and the two isotopes make up more than 99 percent of reactor-produced 

plutonium. The contributions of 23 8Pu and 2 ~2Pu to the spontaneous 

fission count are minor and the spontaneous fission rate of 2 ~1Pu is 

negligible. Although this method for 2 ~0Pu was once used in several 

u.s. atomic energy project laboratories, most, if not all, isotopic 

analyses of plutonium are now done by surface ionization mass spectrometry, 

The latter method utilizes much smaller samples, is more rapid, and provides 

several isotopic ratios in a single measurement, rather than just the 
2 ~0Pu/239pu ratio. Nevertheless, the spontaneous fission method for 
2 ~0Pu provides a useful case for illustrating fission counting procedures. 

c. Design of Spontaneous Fission Counters 

1. Ionization Chambers 

Parallel-plate ionization chambers are most commonly used for 

fission counting. Since the energy of a fission fragment is more than 

ten times that of a 5 MeV alpha particle, the necessary discrimination 

between the two is readily achieved by pulse height discrimination. 

However, nearly all nuclides that undergo spontaneous fission also 

deca,y by alpha emission with very large alpha-to-fission ratios, In 

the case of reactor-produced plutonium, the alpha emission rate of a 

source would be about 108 times the spontaneous fission rate. Conse

quently, the spontaneous fission counting system must discriminate 

very effectively against alpha particles to avoid the troublesome 

background caused by "pile-up" of alphas. 

Rossi and Staubf81) treated the pile-up problem theoretically for 

the simplified case of a square pulse. Poisson statistics dictate the 

probability that (n-1) pulses will occur within the time interval, T, 

after a given pulse: 
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(n-1)1 

vbere n0 is the average number of pulses per unit time. Therefore the 

counting rate of pulses that have an amplitude of n times that of a single 

pulse vill be: 

C(n) • 
Do(noT)n-le-noT 

(1 + n0 T)(n-l)l 

The equation seriously oyerestimates the pile-up of alphas in fission 

counting, however. For example, assume a pulse length of 300 ns (a 

typical Talue tor an iCDization counter), a source having an alpha count 

rate or 106 c/s, and a discriminator setting such that a pile-up or six or 

more alpha pulses vill register as a fission count. The alpha pile-up count 

would therefore be: C(6) + C(7) + C(8) + 

• 1 + 0.3 (~ + lo.n!_ + ~ + 
51 bl'"'"" 71 • 

\ -o. 3 
) e ~ 10 counts/a 

Actual~v, the alpha nile-up can be reduced to about lo-s c/s for the above 

case. The discrepancy is prob~bly lar~~v because the nul~e shape is 

not rectangular and linear pile-up does not occur, and the discriminator 

sensitivity falls off as the pile-un pulse peak becomes narrover. A 

theoretical treatment or other nulse shapes is quite complex, as in a 

recent paper b~ Williamsonf82' showing the influence of pulse shape on 

the distortion or pulse hei~ht spectra b~ the pile-up effect. 

Pile-up discrimination is achieved by usin~ fast counters to 

minimize the chance nile-up of alpha pulses by narrowing the pulse 

vidth. Also, the discriminator setting is onerated as hi~h as possible 

and the aver~e alpha pulse hei~ht is minimized by having a small 

electrode ap.cing in the ionization chamber. Chamber voltap:e and p;as 

ca.position are selected to p;ive a fast ion collection rate and RC or 

del~ line clipning is used to shape and shorten the nulse. As a result, 

the counter can usually be adJusted to count nearly all fission nulses 

vhile lll.lovi~ less than 10-lt counts/min. alpha nile-up count rate. The 

necessary discriminator setting is found b~ nlottin~ count rate vs 

discriminator bias as illustrated in Figure 8. The curve of alpha pile-up 

counts vs discriminator settinp; is @1. strai~ht line on semi-logarithmic 

graph paper. The curve is extrapolated to 10-lt counts/ min. or less 

to select the desired discriminator settin~. That noint should be on 

the fission countinp; plateau. For any counter, a maximum acceptable 
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alpha pile-up count rate will be found that will establish tht> 111aximum 

usable total alpha disintegration rate of the sample. 

Ionization chambers with a screen ~d shielding the collecting 

electrode have been used for fission countin~(73,7~'. A Frisch ~rid 

chamber of the type used for alpha ener~ analysis would serve the purpose. 

Gridded chambers have good alpha ener~ resolution since the electron 

pulse hei~ht is relatively insensitive to the nosition of the particle 

track. While no study appears to have been Made, good ener~ resolution 

in fission counting is not likely to ~ive any advant~e because the 

principal problem is to differentiate between fission Dulses and alpha 
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~ile-un ~ulses. The differentiation is improved in the usual chamber 

by close electrode snacin~, es explained above. 

The early (pre-1945) fission counting experiments vere conducted 

at the Los Alamos 3cientific Laboratoryf79,831. Simple parallel nlate 

chambers with spacings from 0.9 to 1.1 em were used. Nitro~en gas 

filling was used initially, but pure ar~on was later ado~ted as the 

standard fillin~ because the electron collection rate is hi~her in ar~on. 

Since the spontaneous fission count rate is normally very low, a great 

deal of emphasis was placed on electronic circuitry develo~ment to 

reduce the background or snurious count frequency and improve the 

discrimination against alpha counts. They were achieved by using fast 

rise, clinped pulses to attain good discrimination against alpha pile-up 

pulses, very stable, low-noise power su~plies and electronic circuits, 

and boron-filled paraffin shields around the chambers to reduce neutron 

induced fissions. 

White and co-workers at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory used 

spontaneous fission counters very similar to the LASL type, except that 

the electronics were redesi~ed for ac rather than battery operationf8~1. 

Two of the KAPL fission counters were later used at Hanfordf851 for 

2~ 0Pu measurements. In the latter work, A-C02 (3%) gas at about 1.5 

atmospheres was used in the chambers and Sl:)Ontaneous fission counting 

of plutonium ssmples or up to about 2 mg was achieved with no interference 

from the high alpha activity. The counter backgrounds vere negligible 

compared with the spontaneous fission count rates. The fission counter 

used for 2~0Pu spontaneous fission measurements at Harwell was of a 

similar designf861 • 

Some experimental studies of counter desi~ have been made but 

most or them were done on counters desi~ed for induced fission counting, 

which ~enerally gives much hi~her count rates and less concern for back

ground and alpha pile-up problei'IIS. Induced fission counters are used 

to measure concentrations or fissile material, such as 23Su;238u ratios, 

and for precise neutron flux measurements at low fluxes such as in 

reactor experiments at low power. Baer and Swirtf87' tested the effects 

of electrode spacing and obtained good counting efficiency with electrode 

spacin~s down to about 0,4 em with N2 ~as at atmospheric pressure. 

There is, however, considerable latitude available in the spacing and 

gas Pressure used. For any particular chamber, a pressure can be found 

that gives an ~timum fission to alpha pulse hei~ht ratio with the 

~articular pulse shape and electronics system used. For a 1 em electrode 

spacing and an argon filling, a ~ressure or 1.5 atmospheres was about 

optimum for the counters used at Hanfordf851, 
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... 

The gas composition in ionization counters has an effect on both 

the rate of electron collection and the voltage requirements and is, 

therefore, a design parameter that can in1'luence pulse length. Pure 

nitrogen or argon can be used in spontaneous fission counters, the 

latter beinr- generally preferred. However, small additions of N2, C02 , 

or CHit to argon increase the electron drift velocity end such mixtures 

have therefore been used frequently, Watt and co-workers used A-CHit 

mixturesf88), KAPL and Hanford investigators used A-C02(3%)f81t,85), and 

both Nilsson and Goosey used A-N 2 mixtures'89 •90'. Colli and Facchini 

showed the advantage of up to one percent addition of nitrogen to argon 

over pure argon in their study of the drift velocity of electrons in 

ionization chamber operationf91), Other studies of electron drift 

velocities in pure ar~on, pure methane, and mixtures of these gases with 

nitrosen and carbon dioxide have been made by Bortner and co-workersf92) 

and b~ English and Hannaf93), 

Absolute fission rates m'v be determined by coincidence countin~ 

since each fission results in two fission fragments. Back-to-back 

fission counter chambers are required, with the fissionable material 

mounted on a very thin foil between the chambers. Watt and co-workersf88) 

used twin hemisnherical chambers with approximately 5 em radii, 

ar~on-methene counting gas at atmospheric pressure, and circuitry that 

gave a pulse width of 0,5 ~sec. The sources were plutonium at 2 to 

20 ~~/cm2, mounted on thin plastic (40 ~g/cm2) and on thin gold 

(195 ~g/cm2 ) foils. They used the coincidence count technique to measure 

the spontaneous fission half-life of 21t0pu, obtaining the presently 

accepted value of 1.340 t 0.015 x 1011 years. 

Dual source, back-to-back, fission counters have also been 

used by Nilssonreg) and by Gooseyf90) although not for coincidence 

counting, but rather for simultaneous countinp, of two sources of which 

one may be a standard. This may be adVantageous in induced fission 

counting if the neutron source strength is not accurately reproduced 

from one time to another. 

2. Gas Scintillation Fission Counters 

Solid scintillators, both inorganic and organic, are responsive 

to heavy charged particles but they are not particularly well suited 

for fission counting because the pulse hei~t per MeV is much smaller 

for a fission fragment than for an alpha particle. However, noble 

gases are quite suitable for scintillation counting. When the charged 

particle passes through the gas, it loses energy primarily by inelastic 

collisions, leaving a track of ions and excited atoms. The de-excitation 
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and recombination processes result in a burst or photons. The 

particularly important features or noble gas scintillation are that the 

dec~ rate or the photon pulse is very fast, or the order or milli.micro

seconds, and the light output is directly related to the energy or the 

particle absorbed and insensitive to its mass and charge. Therefore the 

photon pulse from a 60 MeV fission fragment of 2~0Pu, for instance, is 

more than ten times greater than that from the average alpha particle. 

The fast pulse characteristic or the scintillation makes possible a very 

narrow pulse-width discrimination, therefore reducing the sensitivity 

to coincident or multiple nile-up pulses. A limit is iMposed, however, 

by the fast-pulse capabilities or the electronic circuitry available. 

Early experiments vith ~as scintillators vere discussed by Eggler 

and Huddlestonf9~'. and by Northrup and Noblesf9S). Application of 

the technique to fission counting vas a natural step. S~res and Wu 

in 1957'96' published a pulse spectrum of the fission fragments from 

235u usin~ a xenon fission counter. For a good summary of gas 

scintillators, the reader is referred to Chapter 2, by R. B. Murray, in 

"Nuclear Instruments and Their Uses'' ' 97'. 

The scintillation spectra from pure noble gases lie in the 

ultraviolet region. In order to measure the emisaion vith good 

sensitivity, either an ultraviolet sensitive multiplier phototube must 

be used or a wavelength shifting material must be added. Brauer, 

Connally, Kinderman and Giftf98) constructed a ~as scintillation fission 

counter and experimented vith some of the vavelen~h shifters used by 

previous :Investigators to find a scintillation detector that gave a 

high amplitude pulse and at the same time vas simple and convenient to 

operate. Their preference vas for ~ure ar~on P,as in conjunction vith 

a uv-sensitive multiplier phototube (RCA tYPe 6903 in this case). 

Part of the re~son for that choice vas th~t the pulse amplitude vas 

found to be quite sensitive to variations in gas cocposition and 

maintaining a constant and reproducible gas com?osition is troublesome 

vhen ~ ~as mixture is being used. In addition, the fission peak amplitude 

from pure ar~~:on (and the 6903 P!-1) vas at least as good as the best from 

argon or helium vith nitrogen or tetraphenylbutadiene as wavelength 

shifters. 

Some of the hi~h molecular vei~ht organic compounas that are 

commonly used as vavelenr,th shifters in liquid scintillators are also 

applicable to gas scintillators: dinhenylstilbene, n-quaterphenyl, and 

1,1,4,4-tetraphenylbutadiene are effective wavelength shifters in argon, 

krypton, and xenon scintillation counting ' 99'. Those materials may be 

deposited on the valls of the chamber or simply on the face of the 
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multiplier phototube. An optimum thickness appears to be about 20 to 

30 ug/cm2 • The addition of a small amount of nitrogen to helium or argon 

also shifts the wavelength peak. tirauer and co-vorkersf98) checked the 

He-N2(0.2%) system using an emission spectrograph and found the brightest 

emission lines from alpha scintillations to be the nitrogen lines at 

3914.4 and 4269.7 angstroms. 

The gas scintillation spontaneous fission counter built by 

Brauer and co-vorkers'98' had a series diode prediscriminator followed 

bv a cathode follower preamplifier, linear amplifier, discriminator, 

and scaler. The system operated with about a 120 nanosecona pulse at 

the ~rediscriminator. Spontaneous fission counting of 5 mp. nlutonium 

sources vas achieved with as little alpha interference as with about 

2 mg sources in the ionization chamber system previously used. 

D. Source Preparation 

Sources for fission counting should ordinarily be prepared by 

vacuum evaporation or electrodeposition since other methods are not as 

well suited for depositing large amounts of an element in a uniformly 

thin and adherent form. The excentions are the hi~h specific fission 

rate nuclides, such as some of the curium and californium isotopes. Their 

spontaneous fission count rates nre high enough that only submicrogram 

amounts are mounted and the deposition method is less critical. Isotopes 

that are very scarce are nreferably ~ounted by electroposition in order 

to obtain hi~n yields and recovery of the undeposited materialflOO). 

For some isotopes, sources of several milligrams are needea to 

obtain satisfactory spontaneous fission count rates, and experimentally 

determined absorption corrections are made. If the sources are not 

uniform in thickness, self-absorption errors will be increased. In order 

to minimize self-absorption when mounting milligrams of an element on a 

fission counting source, the foils used are usually much larger than used 

for alpha counting, thereby spreaain~ out the material on the foil. 

Source thicknesses must be consideraoly less than 0.1 mf(,/cm2 

unless corrections for absorption loss are to be made (the range of 

fission fragments in metal oxides is about 10 mg/crn2). Eaer and Sviftf87) 

tested fission counting sources at un to 2 mG/cm2 of u3o8 and concluded 

that self-absorption vas not apnreciable up to 0.2 mg/cm2, as indicated 

by the flatness of the fission countinp; plateau. These results are at 

variance, however, vitn the observations of ether investiz,ators. Alkire 

and co-workersf85) used plutonium denosits with aver~e thicknesses un 

to 200 U(!./cm2 and their data indicate that self-aosorption loss vas 

ceasurable (a few percent) at a thickness of about 50 ug/cm.2 • These 
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investigators avoided errors due to self-absorption in plutonium foils 

by measuring the ratio of the induced to spontaneous fission count, 

using standard sources of known plutonium isotopic composition to 

calibrate, as described below, The curves presented by White f1 0 n 
indicate that a 0,1 mg/cm2 u3o8 foil thickness had about a one percent 

self-absorption loss. Knobelochf1°2' reports high absorption losses for 

uranium fission fragments from electrodeposited films of 32 ~g/cm2 

average thickness. Since electrodeposit film uniformities are somewhat 

variable, absorption factors should be determined experimentally. 

The electrodeposition methods for source preparation were 

described earlier in the section on alpha source preparations. The method 

ot Miller and Brouns'~ 8' has been used to plate up to 0,9 mg/cm2 of 

plutonium with good appearance of the deposit. Ko plated up to 0,2 mg/cm2 

of thorium, up to 0,11 mg/cm2 of uranium, and up to about 0.1 mg/cm2 

plutonium by his method'~''· Mitchell's methodfS2' is not satisfactory 

for those amounts of material because the high electrodeposition rate 

tends to produce spongy deposits. .brodsky and co-worke0°~eport depositing 

uranium on treated aluminum foils to thickness of up to about 0,2 mg/cm2 

which were very uniform and adherent. Several other electrodeposition 

procedures are also reported to produce good deposits of actinide elements 

at up to a few tenths mg/cm2fS3,SS'. 

Vacuum subli:::~ation with "'· heated filament requires several 

successive filament loadings to reach the ~illigrac level of element 

deposited because each fila~ent loading is in the microgram range, due 

to physical limitations. To deuosit large amounts, a crucible source 

:nay be used, as described bY Parkerf59' and by Salo and Gardenf63'. 

Povelites reports that vacuum evaporation deposits can be made consistently 

more uniform than electrodepositsfl03'. 

E. :·Jeighin~ Fission Sources 

The amount of sample material mounted on a fission foil must 

be determined in order to calculate the specific spontaneous fission count 

rate. Direct weighing or, in soL~ cases, alpha countinc or induced 

fission countin;; Cllil be used advantar,eousl'!, Since ne11rly all isotopes 

that undergo snontaneous fission are also alpha emitters, aosolute 

alpha countin?: provides a convenient method for deter:ninin~ the amount 

of the elP~ent in the source, assuming that the specific activities and 

relative percenta~;es of all alnha err:itting nuclides in the source are 

known, >·iei;.:ni nP: ·oy absolute alona countinp; i5 done on 11 low-,o;e01:1etry. 

defined solia-an.1le counter by the methods discussed in the first section 

of this mono~ranh. 

~1 
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The high fission cross-section of some nuclides allows use of 

neutron induced fission counting for "weighing" the source using a 

calibrated neutron source and counter arrangement. A normal sample of 

reactor-oroduced plutonium consists ?rincipally of the isotopes 239Pu 

anc 240Pu. Alkire, Schl!lidt and Kinder!IIB.n(BS) "weighed" several sources 

of plutonium by microbalance, by low-~eometry aloha counting, and by 

induced fission counting, and concluded from their data that the latter 

method was the most precise. 

The method of induced fission counting requires the use of a 

standard source of known isotopic composition, but if only the 240pu - 239pu 

ratio is desired, the weight of plutonium on the sources does not need 

to be known. Only the ratio of the induced to spontaneous fission rates 

and the isotooic ratio are required. The relevant equations a.re as 

follows: 

Then, 

Let S = spontaneous fission counting rate of the sample* (cts/min) 

I = inducea fission counting rete of the sample* (cts/min) 

SFR = specific spontaneous fission rate of 24°Pu (cts/min/g) 

G ~eometry factor for the fission counter 

' = tnermal neutron flux for the neutron source used 

(neutrons/min/cm2 ) 

a c 239pu fission cross-section for the above neutron source 

(cm2/atom) 

S and I in these equations shoulu be corrected values. 

Set up the ratio 

>Cr6111s 240pu = ~Ui.J.§..o3 ~-1:-~:U..L'!._q_ 
:>;rams 239pu I X 239 X SFR 

s 
K = r X 

olhere K is constant for a given co\mter and e constant neutron flux 

= 

*About 99~ of the spontaneous fissions are due to 24 0Pu. Calcul~ted 
corrections should be ~ade to S for the contributions of 238pu and 
242Pu. !·1ore than 9:J% of the induceu fissions are ciue to 23'3pu. 
Calculated corrections should be ~de for the contrioutions cf 241?u 
and for the snontaneous fic;sions of 24 0Pu. 
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One then solves experimentally for K by determinin~ S and I for 

a standard source of plutonium havin~ a known isotopic composition, 

obtained by mass spectrometry and alpha enerp,y analysts. Uni'.nown samt:~les 

are counted under the same conditions as the standard and the 2 ~0Pu/2 39pu 

ratio calculated from the S/I ratio. 

The accuracy limits of the method are governed by the accuracy 

of the isotope composition of the standard, the accuracy of the 

corrections for 238Pu, 24 1Pu and 242Pu contributions, and the reproducibility 

of the neutron flux and counting ~eometry between the counting of 

standard and samples. Tables XI and XII contain data that illustrate 

the sensitivity of the fission count rates to the isotopic composition 

of plutonium. 

• 

TABLE XI 

Nuclear Data for Plutonium 

Isotope 

238Pu 

239pu 

240Pu 

24lpu 

242Pu 

Spontaneous Fission Rate 
(fissions/g/min) 

6.7 X 104 

0.6 

2.5 X 104 

low 

4.6 X 104 

TABLE XII 

Thermal Neutron Fission 
Cross-Section (barns) 

(Ref. 104) __ _ 

18. 

746. 

0.1 

1025. 

0.2 

Relative Contrioutions of "Typical" Plutonium 
_______ I~s~o~t~o~p~~ Fissi~Co~~ates _____ _ 

2 3 '!!>}!. 239~ _ Iso~~~~- ---~-rPu_ . 242Pu 
''Typical" isotopic 

composition (%) 0.01 93.0 6.5 0.47 0.02 

Relative contributi.on 
to spont. fission rate 
(%) 0.41 0.03 100. small 0.57 

Relative contribution 
to induced fission rate 
(%) 0.0003 100. 0.001* 0.7 small 

Not includin~ spontaneous fi~sion rate. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROCEDURES FOR PREPARATION OF 
ALPHA AND FISSION SOURCES 

Several representative electrodeposition procedures are given 

here for the convenience of the reader. Examination of the original 

papers is urged, however, for the benefit of a more complete discussion 

of each procedure. The procedures are generally used ·for deposition of 

very small amounts of material on foils having an area of a few square 

centimeters. When applied to spontaneous fission counting, microgram 

to milligram amounts of the nuclide are often desired, calling generally 

for some modification of the electrodeposition procedure, primarily as 

follows: 

(l) Use of much larger foils to spread the source material, 

(2) Use of longer plating times and possibly a series of 

successive platings with foil ignition and hand polishin3 

of the deposit between steps. 

(3) Increased stirring efficiency. A reciprocating stirrer 

using a perforated anode is more effective than a rotating 

anode, 

Excellent sources can also be prepared by vacuum sublimation and 

electrospraying methods. The procedures used are to a large extent 

unique to the particular apparatus at hand. For descriptions of apparatus 

and procedures, references 43, 61, 59, 67, and 68 are recommended. 

1. PREPARATION OF URANIUM SOURCES BY ELECTRODEPOSITION 

Procedure ~ (from reference 50), for depositing up to about 

200 \lg of uranium. 

1. Add the chosen amount of uranium ion solution to a dilute 

nitric or nitric and perchloric acid solution end adjust 

the volume to about 15 mi. 

c, Neutralize to the blue endpoint of bromcresol €'reen usiruJ 

1 ~ tHi"OH solution and back titrate to the green endpoint 

( ryH of 5-6 using 0.1 N HNO ) , 
- - 3 

3. Add the electrolyte to an electrodeposition cell having a 

capacity of at least 30 mt. A cell similar to one of those 

shown previously in Figures 6 and 7 is suitable. 

4. Add 5 mt of 0,4 ~ammonium acetate solution. 

5. Place the cell in a water bath at 85-90°C. 
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6. Electrolyze for four hours with the following cood.itions: 

(a) keep the water bath at o5-90°C; 

(b) stir vigorously; e.g •• operate a rotating disc stirrer 

at about 300 rpm; 

(c) keep the cathode current density at about 100 ma/cm2 

(the cell voltage was 5-6 volts with the ~pparatus 

described. in reference 50, The value will be affected 

by electrode areas and electrolyte concentrations), 

7. After deposition, drain the cell and rinse quickly with 

distilled water, remove the freshly deposited source, rinse 

again with distilled water, and d.ry for 20 minutes under a 

heat lamp. With platinum foils, ignite the foil for five 

minutes at about 800°C to dehydrate the deposit. With other 

foil materials, lengthen the period of drying with a heat 

lamp. 

Procedure B. (FromM, R. weiler and W. Y. Matsumoto, "Determin

ation of 2 32u and 2 33u in Irradiated Thorium", USAEC Report BNWL-159, 

Nov. 1965). 

1. Transfer the uranium, previously purifie<i by ether extraction, 

to 10 m.l of solution that is 1 !! in NHitN03 and 0.1 !'!.in HN03• 

2. Acijust the solution to a pH of 1.0 to 1.5 with dilute NHitOH. 

3. Transfer to an electrodeoosition cell containing the desired 

foil as the cathode and a olatinum stirrer-anode. 

4. Electrolyze at 100 ~a/cm2 with continuous stirring until a 

prl of 8 or greater is reached, 

5. Remove the cathode, rinse with distilled water, and ignite 

to G dull red heat in a flame. 

_!>roce~. (Fro•a reference 49). 

1. Carry out the electrodeposition in a cell similar to those 

described previously (see Figures 6 and 7). Use platinum 

anode-stirrer rotating about 200 rpm at a distance of about 

1 em above the cathode. 

2. Prepare the necessary supporting electrolyte in each case, 

add it to the cell, turn on the stirrer, anci then ad.d from 

51 
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.. 
.. , 

~ 

~I_..=_A£t!_NIDE PROSEDURE A 

Element Amount• Supporting Electrolyte 
-------
Thorium 3 mg per 11 cm2 ot 

Cu of Pt 
0,05 ~H2S04 - 0,08 M NH4COOH 

Uranium 0.7 mg/6 crr.2 of 0.2 ~ HCt04 - 0,15 ~ NH 4COOH 
Cu or passivated Pt 

Neptunium 2. 5 1Jg/cm2 on CU or 
passivated Pt 

0,2 ~HCt04 - 0.15 ~NH4COOH 

Plutonium Up to 115 IJS/1.~ cm2 0 ,05 M H2SO - 0,076 M NH COOH 
on stainless steel or 0.2 ~ 11d04 - 0.15-~ N~ 4COOH 

Americium Up to 5.3 IJg/1.5 cm2 0.2 ~HCOOH- 0.15 ~NH4COOH 
and Curium on Pt, eu, or ss 

*MaximUDI amount deposited and cathode material used in the 
tests reported in reference 49. 

Cathode Duration ot 
Current Density Electrolysis 

4,5 llr&/cm2 16 hr 

13-16 ma/cm2 1 hr 

50-60 ma/cm2 1 hr 

30 ma/cm2 
50-60 ma/cm2 1 to 4 I-ra 

50-60 ma/cm2 2 hr 
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a pipet tbe desired uount ot a solution ot tbe nuclide to 

be depoeited. The volume ot the solution added should not 

exceed 10 percent ot the volume ot supportiug electrolyte. 

3. CaJ'1"7 out the electrolysis tor each nuclide u specified 1D 

'!'able I. 

lt. At the end ot tbe electrolysis, siphoo out tbe electrolyte, 

rinse the cell with dilute JB4 OH and then acetooe. Diaasseable 

the cell, rinse again vith acetone, and dry thoroughly under 

a heat lamp. Platinum discs mq be tlame-dried or heated to 

red heat in a furnace. 

Procedure B. (FrCIIl reference 51). 

1. For thorium, uranium, plutonium or americium in a nitric, 

hydrochloric, or perchloric acid solution. 

a. Adjust the volume of the electrolyte containing the 

desired amount ot tbe nuclide to be deposited to 

about 20 mi. 

b. Adjust to a pH ot 2.5 to 3.0 by adding NH 40H. 

c. Place in a suitable cell vith a platinum anode-stirrer 

and the desired toil as tbe cathode. Electrolyze for 

tvo hours at a 100 ma/cm2 cathode current density. 

d. Drain tbe cell, rinse vith distilled vater, remove the 

toil and rinse again, and dry thoroughly under a heat 

lamp. If a platinum foil is used, it may be ignited 

tor a few minutes. 

2. For neptunium in a nitric, hydrochloric, or perchloric acid 

solution. 

a. Adjust tbe volume of electrolyte to about 80 mt. and adjust 

the pH to 3.0 by adding NH40H. 

b. Place in a suitable cell for electrodeposition on the 

desired foil and electrolyze for 10 minutes at a cathode 

current density of about 250 ma/em2. 

c. Complete the deposition as in step (d) above. 

Procedure c. (Adapted from reference 52). Rapid Electrodeposition 

of Actinides. 

The actinides are plated from a dilute NH 4Ct.-HCt. solution onto 

platinum disk cathodes with an exposed area of about 3 cm2• The following 

53 
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conditions resulted in high yields for Th, Pa, u, Np, Pu, Am and Cm in 

15-minute electrodepositions: 

(1) Adjust the electrolyte volume to 4 to 5 mt. 

(2) Adjust the pll to about 1 with NH 40H and HCt. 

(3) Have the final ct- concentration about 0.1 to 0.2 g/mt. 

(4) Electrolyze with a current of about 2 amperes (about 0.7 

amp/cm2). 

(5) Have the anode-stirrer located about 0.5 em above the 

cathode and rotating rapidly. 

Note: Use a lower current density for plating more than submicrogram 

amounts to avoid poorly adherent deposits. 

APPENDIX B 

TESTING OF COUNTERS AND COUNTING STATISTICS 

The fundamentals of counting statistics are discussed in most 

radiochemistry textbooks. A few procedures given here are particularly 

useful in high accuracy counting and are generally not described in 

textbooks in a way that the average radiochemist can apply them. 

l. DETERMINATION OF THE OPERATING RANGE OF AN ALPHA COUNTER 

In general the operating point is on the voltage plateau between 

one-third and one-half of the way up the plateau. The setting must be 

consistent with the calibration. The plateau should be checked daily 

and the voltage setting posted for all users of the instrument to follow. 

A changing plateau position is a warning of electronic or detector 

malfunctioning. 

The measurement of the voltage plateau is made as follows: 

1. Place a high quality standard or test source with a count 

rate of about 50,000 c/m in the standard counting position. 

2. Turn the detector voltage u~ to a point at which alpha 

counting just starts. Record the count rate at this point 

and at 50 volt intervals between the threshold and the point 

at which the count rate begins increasing markedly. (For a 

ZnS scintillation counter, use 25-volt intervals). 

3. Plot the count rate vs voltage and choose the operating point. 
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2. DETERMINATION OF THE COINCIDENCE LOSS CORRECTION OF 
A COUNTER BY THE PAIRED-DISC METHOD 

The coincidence-loss correction of a counter is made using the 

formula: 

where 

N • true counting rate 

R • observed counting rate 

T = the dead time of the counter 

The formula is sufficiently accurate without the higher terms in T that 

have been dropped. The simplest procedure for measuring T is the paired 

disc method described here*. Estimates of T made by a double-pulse 

generator or an oscilloscope method are less accurate. Another accurate 

method of measuring counter dead time is reported by J. P. Balagna**. It 

involves following the dec~ of a very active short-lived alpha source 

such as 60-minute 21 2Bi-2 12Po (or 54-minute 116In in the case of 8 counters) 

from very high count rates where coincidence losses are significant to low 

count rates where losses are negligible. A computer program is used to 

solve for the counter dead time required to linearize the single component 

exponential dec~ time. 

The Paired Disc Procedure 

1. Cut a sample mounting foil in halves and carefully flatten the two 

halves. 

2. Mount sufficient alpha emitter on each half foil to give an alpha 

activity on each foil of 30,000 to 40,000 counts per minute. The 

amount of activity on the foils does not need to be known exactly. 

The deposits should be thin, uniform, and relatively solids-free 

so that the counting plateaus are quite flat. 

3. Count the foils in the standard countin~ position in the following 

sequence: 

a. count disc A for 10 minutes 

b, count discs A + B for 10 minutes 

c. count disc B for 10 minutes 

d. repeat the sequence 

*T. P, Kohman, Anal. Chem., 21, 352-64 (1949). 

**J.P. Balagna, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 
private communication, December 1967. 
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4, Calculate the counter dead time using the formula: 

where: 

RA + ~ - RAB - b 

T = R2"" ~-Ri-
AB A B 

RA ., average count rate 

Ri3 • aver&P,e count rate 

R = AB 
average count rate 

of 

of 

of 

b • background count rate 

disc A 

disc B 

disc A+ disc B 

5. Coincidence corrections are made by applyin~ the simple formula: 

N • R + TR2 

where 

N • the true count rate 

R • the observed count rate 

T • the dead time of the counter 

Comments: 

The specified count rates and counting times are aporopriate for 

counters with values of T of about 0,1 umin' If appreciably larger or 

smaller values of T are found, the source strengths of the half-discs may 

be adjusted accordingly. The relative standard error of the estimate of 

Twill be 10 to 15 percent forT • 10-7 min., which is sufficiently precise 

tor moat cases. The relative standard error of the T measurement may be 

calculated using the following approximation: 

3. MAKING THE CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR COUNTER STABILITY 

'l'be Chi-Square test ia used to sh011 that the variations between 

successive counts of a given source are no greater than expected from 

counting statistics, 

Procedure: 

1. Place a teat source having an activity of about 50,000 c/m 

in the standard counting position, 

2, Count the disc five times for 10-mi oute intervals. Record 
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3. 

the values, calculate the counting rates and the mean counting 

rate, and calculate the x2 as follows : 

Calculation: n 
L:(ci - c>2 

• i .. l 

c 
n = number of trials (•5) 

Ci • total counts observed in the i~ trial 

e '"' mean value 

One may prefer to use the form: 

c 2 - nc2 
i 

c 
4. Compare the xl with the tabulated values tor a 99% probability 

at 4 degrees of freedom. If the x2 is outside the 99% 

limit, re-run the test before considering the instrument out 

of control. (For more stringent control, one m~ prefer to 

use the 95% limit). 

The limits for the x2 with 4 degrees or freedom are: 

at 99% probability: 

at 95% probability: 

0,297 and 13.3 

0.711 and 9.49 

Notes: The calc~ation may be made using count rates rather than the 

total counts. In this ease the counting time, t, appears in 

the formula: 
n 

L (xc i)2 
i=l = .....;;..-=------

i/t 

Example: Five 10-minute counts were taken as follows and tabulated along 

with the calculations: 

~ 
ci (ci -::__ c ) ci - c )2 

1 524,610 -248 61,504 
2 525,050 +192 36,864 
3 524,550 -308 94,864 
4 524,210 -648 419,904 
5 = 5251870 +1012 11 024Ll44_ 

rc1 = 2,624,290 ss = 1,637,200 

rei = c = 524,858 .5 
ss x2 =- = 3.12 
c 
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n 

Since this value of x2 is within the control limits, the counter 

is in good control; i.e., the variations observed between counts 

can be attributed entirely to the counting statistics. 

4. CALCULATING THE CONFID:;NCE LIM_I_TS OF A CO~! 

The 95" and 99% confidence limits for total counts of less than about 

50 are shown graphically in Figure 1. When the total counts observed 

exceed the range of the graph the confidence limits can be caluclated 

as follows: 

r;; =JC+l + 
f 
2 

~ ... .;c f - 2 

where IJ2 = the upr,>er confidence limit 

IJ 1 .. the lover confidence limit 

c = the tot£.1 counts observed 

(= rxi or ti) 

f = 1.96 for the 95% confidence limits 

= 2.58 for the 99% confidence limits 

A simple approxi.mation of the limits is obtained by using the formula: 

JJ = c t fjC 

To obtain the confidence limits of a count rate or a mean value, simply 
- c divide ench limit by the count tiQe, Thus, where x = t , the upper and 

lover limits are JJ 2 /t and JJ 1/t, respectively. 

5. A TEST OF viHE'l'HJ::R TWO SOURCBS HAVE TilE SAME MF'..AN 

------- COUNT ~T"i _ ------__ ---

The difference between the observed count rates should fall 

within the nrobab:!lity limits r;iven by the "normal" distribution if the 

source strengths are not significantly different. A test of this may be 

made as follows : 
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Figure l. 
(Appendix B) 

Poisson Distribution Confidence Limits 

60 

1. Suppose mean count rates of i 1 and i 2 are obtained for 

the two sources in total countin~ times t 1 and t 2, respectively, 

2. Solve for the overall mean: 

tlil + t2i2 

t + t 
1 2 

3. Calculate two parameters, p 1 and p2, as follows: 
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... 

p = 
l 

p = 2 

h. If the sources nre not si~nificantl:v different, the 

differences between p 1 and p2 should be less than the 

followinP, range limits: 

II 

PI 

p2 

For a. 5% level of significance: 2. 77 

For a 1% level of si~ificance: 3.64 

Note: This test mav also be used to compare two counters. 

Example: Suppose a Given standard alpha source was counted 

on two instruments with the following results. Do 

the results indicate that the two counters have 

different geometry factors? 

& 

= 

= 

9ounL~!.~ 

10,000 c/m 
10,050 c/m 

_4501;0_90 + 301,500 = 10,020 5 + 30 

2 ( l"lt50001 
\ 

.F4509oo) = 

2 ( rso15oo r3oo6oo) c 

Pz - P1 = 3.08 

To!_~~~~ti~ Time 

45 min. 
30 min. 

c/m 

-1.44 

1.64 

Therefore, the data indicate that the counters have 

different geometry factors at the 95% confidence level. 

Addi.tional co\U'Iting should be done to confirm this and 

obtain an improved estimate of the normalization factor 

between the counters. 

6o 
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